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Clinical Question: In hospital rooms of patients with Clostridium Difficile infections, does daily and terminal cleaning of surfaces reduce the number of hospital-acquired C.Diff infections?

Sources of Evidence:


Synthesis of Evidence:
Four articles were reviewed as evidence in this report. Four quasi-experimental designs were utilized.

Hacek et. al. (2010) conducted a pre-post quasi-experimental study. The purpose of the study, in response to an increased number of C. difficile infections, was to study the implementation of terminal room cleaning with dilute bleach to reduce the amount of C. difficile spores. The study utilized the North Shore University hospital system, which is a 3-hospital system. The sample size was all of the admissions within two years who did not previously have C.Diff upon admission. The intervention tested was bleach cleaning, rather than quaternary ammonium-based products. The findings concluded that the average number of hospital acquired CDI patients decreased from 0.85 to 0.45 during bleach cleaning, which is a 45% decrease in C. diff infections.

Orenstein (2011) conducted a pre-post quasi-experimental design that evaluated daily cleaning with germicidal bleach wipes. The purpose of the study was to evaluate daily cleaning with germicidal bleach wipes on the wards with a high incidence of hospital-acquired Clostridium difficile infections. The study took place in two medical units at St. Mary’s hospital in Rochester, MN and included the patients who were admitted who did not previously have hospital-acquired CDI prior to their admission. The sample size included two units of 1,249 bed hospital in a 12-month period per 10,000 patients. The intervention tested was daily room cleanings with bleach wipes. The results concluded that daily room cleaning with germicidal bleach wipes sustained a reduction in HAI C.diff infections by 55%. 
Ramphal et. al. (2014) performed a pre-post quasi-experimental study design that took place in Cook’s Children’s Medical Center. The purpose of the study was to reduce the incidence of healthcare-associated infections that require environmental cleanliness of frequently touched objects within the hospital environment. The study tested 4,257 “high touch objects” in patient rooms for the presence of bacteria. The intervention tested in this study was education to staff about proper room cleaning. After patients were discharged from Cook’s Children’s Medical Center, a medical student would wipe the high-touch surfaces with clear glow germ gel before any routine room cleaning was performed. The results concluded that every few months, the number of high-touch objects were significantly cleaner with proper education.

Vandini et. al. (2014) conducted a quasi-experimental study design that took place in three hospitals. The purpose of the study was to evaluate the effect of a novel cleaning procedure, based on the mechanism of biocontrol, on the presence and survival of several microorganisms responsible for HAI’s on hard surfaces in a hospital setting. The sample size was 20,000 microbiological samples within the hospitals. The intervention tested was the use of microbial-based cleaning products composed of spores of Bacillus subtilis, Bacillus pumilus, and Bacillus megaterium. The study looked at surface sampling and culture-based microbiology tests by taking 20,000 samples between 6-8 hours after cleaning from a broad variety of surfaces. The results concluded that after three days of microbial cleaning that the cleaned surfaces dropped below the “detection level” of the analysis limit for C. diff bacteria.

**Conclusion:**
While synthesizing the evidence it was found that daily and terminal cleaning, proper education, and the use of bleach or other cleaners, such as the microbiological agents, significantly reduced the number of hospital-acquired C. diff infections.

**Implications for Nursing Practice:**
There is evidence to suggest implementing daily hard-surface cleaning in hospitals to reduce hospital-acquired C. diff. infections. By implementing a standardized daily cleaning program with bleach or microbiological agents, along with proper education, could significantly reduce C. diff infections, provide a safe, clean, and healthy environment for patients, shorten hospital stays, and cut down on costs for both the hospital and the patients.